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DESTINY
Dark P lan et

by Davey Moore





Dark P lan et

'flrn!' 
shouts the Doctor. And so you run - really fut.

A few moments ago, you'd never even met this'Docto/ - but

now you're doing exactly what he says. lt makes sense. The

last person he told to run didnt go anywhere and... wel!,

it wu hard to see whht exactly happened... he just seemed

to get swallowed up by the approaching shadows.

So you do what the Doctor tells you and you run. . . towards

a blue, wooden cabinet. White light poun through square

windows around the top of the strange box, challenging the

oncoming darkness.You're about to question the good sense

of getting inside this cabinet when a girl pushes you through

the door and then... well, somethingt not right because

suddenly you're in a musive room.

Itt like a scrapyard turned inside out. 0r an antique shop

from the future where everything is ancient yet advanced at

the same time.

Your thoughts are interrupted u the girl tells you her name

is l'lartha that you are in something called the TARDIS and

that the Doctor is going to get you to safety. You're still



not sure what youle escaping from - just that, outside in

the street, right in the middle of the day, it started to get

very dark.

Theret no time to take in any more because the Doctor is

yelling at you. He is struggling to hold down a lever that

seems to be trying to buck right out of his hands. He urges

you t0 press a button.You ask him which one.

The Doctor shouts over the whine of some sort of engine,

'Just! Press! A! Button!'There are three buttons right in front

of you: one red, one yellow and one green.

To hit the red button, turn to 29.To press
the yellow button, turn to 51. To punch
the green button, turn to 73.



0utside the church, you glance around nervously u the

Doctor talks about eerie white insects squirming about in

the crypt. ]'lartha mentions a mysterious figure moving about

and describes a strange scene in the stained glus. You all

agree that itt time to find someone who might be able to

tell you whatt going on.

You walk downhill, stumbling over dry, dead grass. The Doctor

wonders why itt so dark.

'ltt night-time,' says l'lartha, plainly.

'But the TARDIS indicated it was 2pm,'says the Doctor.

You wonder if maybe theret an eclipse.

'0r a return to the Dark Ages,' quips l,lartha. You laugh, but

the Doctor does not.

'Whateverl happening here, itt no joke,' says the Doctor.

}le thrusts an arm out in front of ltlartha - it hits her

square in the chest and stops her dead in her tracks.

'0oof,' says l'lartha.'What are you...l' She tnils off as she

sees that the Doctor hu just saved your lives!

ln the darkness, Iou were about to stumble over the edge

of a diff, down to what looks like the sea. A very dead sea.

You didnt realise you were near the sea because theret no

breeze, no sound of the waves. ln fac[ theret n0 tide at



all, just a yellowish foam where still, stagnant water meets

slimy pebbles.

Theret a strong and distinct tang in the air, like when your

mum forgot about some vegetables and you found them

rotting in the bottom drawer of the fridge.

'l wouldnt fancy a day out on that beach,'says l'lartha.

You find a path and follow it a short way along the diff top.

After a while, the path turns inland towards a rusty gate.

You can just make out the familiar shape of a rollercoaster

silhouetted against the flat, grey sky.

'0ooh, a funfair!' says the Doctor, brightly.'That might cheer

us up.'

To follow Martha to the hall of mirrors,
turn to 89. To check out the ghost train
with the Doctor, turn to 32.



As tne Doctor strolls away to explore the environment, the

monk-like figure introduces himself to you u Payton. }le has

a kind and gentle manner.

'l'm sorry if my appearance frightened you,' he says. You

mention seeing him at the chapel and he says, 'Yes! I

was leaving t0 meet Akemi and Teah. We meet at the old

fairground - no one comes here.'

He explains that Akemi and Teah are romantically linked and

hoping to marry. But they are in an impossible situation

- they are from different Sides.You uk him what he means

by'Sides'.

'Teah is from the Down Side,' Payton patiently explains to

you,'where lve are now. But Akemi lives up there.'

Papn poins upwards.You uk him if he means up in the sky.

He laughs and says,'il0! 0n the Up Side!'

You want to ask more questions but you're distncted u the

Doctor calls out to you.

Turn to 75.



Your legs wave in mid-air, hands aching as you cling to

the ladder. Suddenly theret a rumbling. lt sounds like...

a rollercoaster!

You cant hold on any longer. You let go. You drop... and

land in the seat of a moving carriage with the Doctor sitting

in it.0of!

'Perfect timingJ says the Doctor, waving his sonic screwdriver.

'l used this to loosen the wheels on this thing...' He

clambers around on the outside of the trundling carriage

and manages to bring it to a halt.

You're just getting your breath back when Payton comes

sliding down the track behind you. He must have made the

fump from the broken ladder.

'l've just seen l'lartha!' he says, excitedly.'Akemi and Teah

are waiting for us at the top! Ihis way!'You scramble out of

the carriage and follow Payton up the steep track - to the

very top of the coaster!

Turn to 17.



Stepping out of the TARDIS, you are quite taken aback to

discover that you are not where you were before.Apart from

anything else, you seem t0 be inside a building... a verl

dark and dirty-looking hospital.

'This is like being back at work,' says l'lartha her feet

sticking to the filthy floor as she walks down the corridor.

'0nly someone hasnt been doing their job!'

The truth is, it looks like no onet been doing anything

in here for years. Least of all helping anyone get better.

You stop dead in your tncks.

'What is it?'J'lartha wants to know.

You point up ahead. You can see a man, dresed like

a security guard - the kind who might park an armoured

truck outside a bank. His eyes are covered by large, mirror-

lensed goggles which make him look menacing - and he

might be carrying some sort of weapon. He appean to be

looking for something - but he hunt spotted you yet.

lf you want to follow him, turn to 85. lf
you'd rather try a nearby doorrturn to 76.



You watch Cade make the fump first in the mantis. He takes

a big run up and - boom! He bounces the vehicle off its
back legs, right on the edge of the headland. The mantis flies

through the air and lands on a platform - about halfway

up the pipes. He made it, easily.

You follow his example, getting up as much speed as you

can in your vehicle and then hitting the button to jump at

the last possible moment. Al! those hours playing computer

games at home were not wasted!

But itt too soon to congratulate yourself.You lose control of

the locust in the air and miss the upper platform, crashing

badly on a Iower one. You hop out of your vehicle but,

luckily, the grub is crawling up, slowly, between the pipes!

You hop into the cab with the Doctor, not a moment too

late, as your vehicle explodes in a ball of flame. The grub

creeps up the pipes through a portal to the Up Side...

Turn to 68.



Yo, ,rrrp out of the store cupboard and close the door

behind you.You follow the turn taken by the security guard,

taking one last look around for the angry gang of hooded

people. Theret no sign of them - they must have skulked

off in the opposite direction.

Ihe conidor ends in a flight of stairs. The only way is up.

You must be in the basement.

The Doctor leads the way up the stairs. You follow close

behind, taking in the dirt-streaked walls, the grubby charts

and litter-strewn floor. l'lartha follows on behind.

You head 0n up t0 the ground floor of the hospital. }{o light

comes through the windows so it must be night-time. Theret

no sign of the security guard.

'Which way now?' asks l'lartha. You are standing underneath

a cracked sign for Audiology, Radiology, Cardiology and...

Car Parking.

the creepy hospital and head towards the car

Turn to 43.

You leave

park.



Th, Srn Tempte stands in the middle of a vast desert.

Dotted around are tall buildings that look as though they

might be made of black glas. There are no roads connecting

any of the buildings, but some silver bubbles are moving

across the dazzlingly blue sky - Iou have no idea how far

away thry are, or how fast they're moving, because you dont

know how big they are.

The place is deserted. Where is everyone?

'l{obody leaves their building complex,' says Akemi.'Up here,

everyone is afraid.'

You ask what they have to be afraid of.

'0ther people,' says Akemi.'Thatt all there really is to be

scared about up here - we have created the perfect artificial

environment. A beautiful second surface, up above the shoddy

old one. Everything here is sterile, secure and safe. And it

drives me crazy. Ihatt why I started making illegal trips to

the Down Side. Up here, everyone wants to be alone. But

down there, people live together - as families, in colonies.'

'The darkness is changing people,'says the Doctor.

'ltt true,' says Akemi.'But itl not much better on the Up

Side.0f course we are more comfortable, but our senses have

been dulled. We eat well but we can no longer taste it...
There are no young people, because hardly anyone can have



children... and even fewer people actually want a family.

They prefer to be alone.'

'Thatt sad,'says }lartha, from the stairs of the Sun Temple.

'But what can be done about itl'

'Thatl where me and Teah come in,'says Akemi.'l fell in love

with her the moment we met. I'm hoping that my parents

will respect our relationship. I am their only child and,

when they see that we are married, perhaps that will set an

example and change the attitudes of the Upsiders.You never

know - maybe we can bring the tno Sides back together!'

'Who are your parents?' says l,lartha.'Are they important?'

Turn to 99 to find out.



You start climbing the rollercoaster, hoping l'lartha witl

follow your example.

After a couple of minutes, you're able to stop and sit 0n the

track of the abandoned rollercoaster. Akemi is waiting for

you, scanning the area down below through his goggles.

'Ihe Downsiders wont follow us,' he says.'They are weak

from lack of light. Plus, they are afraid of what may come

down, if they venture up here!'

You ask him what they might be afraid of.

'Drones,' says Akemi.'Robot guards that protect the Up SideJ

Akemi sees the look on your face and says,'Dont worry,

I deactivated a whole bunch of them on my way down.

We fust have to get leah and Payton to the Up Side, and

then -'
You stop listening as you spot a shadowy figure. lt seems to

float towards you through the structure of the coaster.

To run away down the track, turn to 54.
To stay with Akemi, turn to 50.



r0 You watch as the Doctor is swallowed up by the darkness

ahead. lt is gloomy outside but relatively light compared to

being inside the ghost train. There must be a bit of light

coming from somewhere.

You look up to the sky. There's no sign of any sun, moon or

stars - just a steely greyness that makes you feel as though

youle under a giant roof.

Iheret no wind and very little sound. You are aware of the

noises you make as you move about the rustling of your

clothes and the crunch of crushed paper cups and broken

glass under your feet.

You stop moving. But the rustling and crunching stops

a moment later.You feel the hairs on the back of your neck

stand up. Theret someone behind you.

To spin around to see who is there, turn
to 3l.To hurry into the ghost train and
find the Doctor, turn to 15.



fl You turn right.You cant see I'lartha anywhere. Everything is

covered in minored panels - even the floor and ceiling.You

almost feel as though you might be floating... but walking

smack into a glass panel reminds you that the space around

you is far from infinite.

Matching up what you can see (an illusion of space) with

what you can feel (the solid walls of a narrow conidor)

makes you feel dizzy... it doesnt help that you can see

shadowy figures all around. But itt just your reflection...

isnt it?

A pale, teenage girl in a flowing black dress appears in

front of you, reaching out to you with a hand that trails

long white strands of hair! You jump back from the strange

figure... bump your head on the corner of a mirrored panel

behind you... and black out.

Turn to 28.



12 Yo, .r, amued to discover that a differentlooking world

awaits you outside the TARDlt.Youle not sure where you are

but, somehow, you're not where you were before.

Wherever you are, it is dark. As your eyes begin'to adjust,

you see an arrangement of stones ahead of you... and

then... a small chapel.

You're in a graveyard.

You gup.

'Whatt upl'asks ltlartha.You want to say that you think you

just saw a figure in dark robes slip out through the door of

the chapel. But it was so quick, you're not sure if you really

saw it al!. So you dont say anything.

The Doctor strides ahead towards the chape!. You feel like

hanging back but ]'lartha grabs your arm and together you

follow the Doctor through the old wooden door. ltl even

darker inside.

Turn to 90 to follow the Doctor. Turn to
33 to follow Martha.



13 Martha leads the way down from the choir stalls and you

are only too glad to follow her.

Back in the graveyard you look up to the choir stalls.

A flickering Iight appears behind the stained glass window.

The Doctor must be up there, and it looks like he's found

a candle.

As the light moves about you (an see a picture in the

remaining panels of glass. There are some large, menacing

figures at the top of the window, and some pale, twisted

figures, squashed into smal! spaces down below. Something

about this mysterious scene makes you shudder.

The Doctor strides out of the chapel, his coat-tails flying out

behind him.You and l'lartha both cry out, as you realise the

figure in the choir stalls cannot be the Doctor.

'Whatl' says the Doctor.'l thought youU be happy to see me!'

You both point up to the window. The candle suddenly

snuffs out and the shadowy figure disappears back into

the blackness.

Turn to 2.



t4 Yo, trrn left. A dull light hangs from the ceiling in the

centre of a circular room. At least, it looks like a circular

room - but you're not sure if this isnt just another trick

being played by the mirrors...

You're standing alongside l,lartha. She grabs your arm and

squeezes tightly, but you hardly even notice because you're

both looking at the same thing...

A shadowy figure flitting about the space! The ghostly image

seems to pus right through you.

Then, underneath the lighg the shadowy apparition solidifies

into the shape of a pale, teenage girl in a black flowing

dress. Her eyes are unusually large with huge black pupils.

She holds up a thin, trembling hand, trailing long strands of

white hair.

You recoil from the strange girl and slip on the glas floor.

You fall backwards and bump your head on the mirrored

panel behind you... then black out.

Turn to 28.



E You take a deep breath and follow the Doctor into the dark

tunnel of the ghost train.You cant see anything at first, but

then you make out a light from the Doctort torch bobbing

about just up ahead.

The Doctor is examining one of the ghost traint exhibits.

Relieved to see him, you hurry towards the light.You stumble

over the train tracks, struggling to keep your balance.

You manage to stay upright and walk more carefully towards

the Doctor. You get a good Iook at what he is studying

- a life+ize figure in dark robes, fust like the one you saw

leaving the chapel earlier on.

Suddenly, the monk-like figure raises its arm in greeting!

You shriek and jump back.Your heel catches the track and you

fall backwards into the blackness. Therel a white flash behind

Iour eyes as you bump your head on something solid.

Turn to 28.



t0 You follow the Doctor and Payton around to the other side

of the anti-gravity unit.You try to get a good look at it, but

all you can see is a black, rubber-coated box - a bit like

a car battery, only much bigger - near the base of a rickety

old rollercoaster.You stop when you are quite some distance

away from the Downsiders.

'Teaht colony is weak and cannot move fast'whispen Payton.

'But their senses are highly developed.'

'Ihat explains why her eyes are so large,' says the Doctor,

'and her hair-'

'lt helps with her sense of touch,' says Payton, 'like a

catt whiskers.'

You ask about the strange clacking noise and Payton explains

that it helps the Downsiders to find their way about in the

dark.'So we'd better get going,' says Payton.

'l'm not going anywhere without l,lartha says the Doctor.

To stay with the Doctor, turn to 53. To go
with Payton, turn to 91.



l7 Yo, ,r, reunited with your friends, old and new, at the

highest point of the rollercoaster. Akemi is carrying Teah. He

sets her down but she keeps an arm around him. She looks

weah exhausted.

Akemi hu a quiet word with Payton, who comes over to you.

}le explains that Teah is upset. She knows her colony will

not accept her relationship with Akemi but she still feels sad

about leaving them behind.

And theret a problem with Akemit escape route. The Drones

- the robot guards that protect the Up Side - have

recalled the Drone Wagon which Akemi hifacked to sneak

down here.

'Theret no way up from here without the Wagon,' Akemi

says.'lt looks like this is the end of the line for us today.'

He looks around nervously.'The Drones could come back at

any minute. lf they catch us, we've had it.'

The Doctor frowns and surveys the view. You can tell

het thinking about something and het not prepared to

give up hope fust yet. You try and see what he might be

looking at...

You know you are high up, yet there isnt much of a view,

just darkness above you and darkness below. ltt a bit Iike

being in the middle of the $ea - you know you would sink



if you stepped'0ff the boat, yet the water looks as solid as

the deck.

You try to explain this to i'lartha. She undentands exactly.

'lt almost makes you want to iump out into the darkness,'

she says,'doesnt it?'

'Good,' says the Doctor,'because thatt exactly what we're

going to do.'

'You've got to be kiddingJ laughs I'lartha.

lf you threw a bottle cap at an anti-gravity
unit earlier on, turn to 27. lf you didn't,
turn to 70.



t8 The security guard says he means you no harm. He asks you

if you are'Upsiders'.

'Whatt an Upsiderl' I'lartha wants to know. The security

guard Iaughs. 'Seriously,' says ltlartha, 'explain to us as if
we were from another planet 0r... time.' The Doctor gives

I'lartha a hard stare. She shrugs.

Ihe security guard explains,'That black box you were just

trying to get a look at? Thatt an anti-gravity unit - itt
protected by a force field.'

You wonder why the unit needs protecting.

'Anti-gravity units are very important,' says the security

guard. 'They keep up the Up Side!' You look blank, so he

continues. 'When anti-gravity technology was invented, so

was the Up Side. lt was supposed to be the answer to our

housing problems. But only a few people could afford to
moye up there. Ihose few people were greedy, and they kept

on building - creating more and more space for themselves.

And as the Up Side grew, so the people on the Down Side

became sick.'

'J{o wonder,' says the Doctor, 'they are starved of

natural light!'

'There are regular food drops,' says the guard.'Drone ships

bring down food parcels and the odd energy cell. Upsiders



may be in better health but living apart from each other hu

taken its toll in other ways. Upsiders are dying out too.'

J'lartha has a question,'S0, who are you?'

'l'ly name is Rafal - you on call me Raf,' he shakes your

hand and you say your name. When the Doctor introduces

himself, Raf becomes very excited.'A doctor! Perfect! Then you

might be able to help me on mI mision, if you are willingJ

The Doctor looks at you and l'lartha.You both give a thumbs

up, s0 you follow Raf away from the deserted car park.You

allow younelf one last look around to the hospital and

the anti-gravity unit... iust in time to see several hooded

figures disappear into the darkness.

Go to 97.



1g Cade pilos the mantis, ttlartha takes a dragonfly thing, and

the Doctor gets inside something that Iooks like a grub. A!! of

these vehicles are very ad hoc. The controls of your wasp-like

vehicle are similar to an old games console that you used to

play, so you get the hang of piloting it pretty quickly.

for the sake of fuel, you all agree not to try out the flying

mechanisms of your vehicles for the time being. But still, they

all move surprisingly quickly across land. You travel beyond

the harbour unti! you can see the water fields - thick pipes,

with maintenance platforms, that rise out of the stagnant sea

up into the darkness above.

The water fields are about 500 metres off the coast. You

talk with your companions, over your headset, about what to

do next. You are given a choice - risk flying out to them

in your untested wasp-like vehicle or squeeze in with the

Doctor in the grub.

To risk flying, turn to 46. To join the
Doctor, turn to 83.



20 You push open the door and step boldly into the room.You

can see a window through which a person could climb...

tanning beds... a few personal belongings...

Your thoughts are interrupted as someone flicks you with

a towel. lt really stings your arm! ln the moment you are

distracted, a woman elbows you in the ribs and barges past

you through the door.

She has a child in her arms, and she is dressed in tatty black

clothes. As she runs down the corridor, she reminds you of

a big black bird taking flight. Raf tries to stop her but she

ducks under his arms - and runs straight into ltlartha.

It must be l'larthat medica! training as she says something

to the woman that calms her. Within a minute, l'lartha is

holding the child and the woman - obviously tired from

hiding out and relieved to be found by someone who might

be able to help - is hugging l'lartha.

Turn to 47.



2t 0utside the store cupboard, the corridor is now quiet and

empty.You head after the angry mob.You follow some stairs

up to the ground floor of the hospital - you must have

been in the basement.

No light comes through the windows of the hospital.lt must be

nighrtime.You've lost sight of the group but - wait a minute!

Theret a straggler - an old woman with a bad limp.

'}ley!' says Martha.'Wait!'

The old woman turns around, looking at you with huge,

black eyes. She opens her mouth - revealing rotten, black

teeth - and a pink tongue flicks out, as though she is

tasting the air between you.

'You are no friend of ours,' she hisses, and you can smel!

her breath, even from a couple of metres away.'You dont

belong here.'

She hobbles away and seems to disappear into the shadows

before you can give chase. lt seems like a good idea to

leave the hospital.

Turn to 43.



22 You set off down the tnisting stone stain of the lighthouse.

It is hard, as so little light comes through the windows of

the building. An arched doonvay, about ha!frvay down the

structure, Ieads to some sort of living space.

The Doctor pulls a torch from his pocket and a circle of light

opens out between the three of you. The Doctor swings the

beam of light around the room.

It looks like the place has been abandoned in a hurry. There

are a few neatly made beds and a couple of half-eaten

meals. And the food hasnt gone off ye[ so there must have

been someone here not long ago.

'!tt like the l'larie Celeste in here,' says l'lartha.

You pick up a pair of unusual-looking binoculars and show

them to the Doctor.

'These are sonic binoculan,'says the Doctor, examining them

with his sonic screwdriyer,'and theyle broken. Unfortunately,

I cant fix them.' But he slips the binoculars into his coat

pocket anywry and you exit the lighthouse.

Turn to 81.



23 You head over to the hooded man. The clothes het wearing

look like they've been made up out of a pile of other old

garments. He flips back his hood. His eyes are unusually

large and his skin is so pale you can see the blue veins

underneath. His hair is Iong and silvery-white - although

he doesnt seem very old. He asks you what you were doing

in the hospital.

'l'm a doctor,'bluffs l,lartha.

The hooded man is very excited about this and he flicks out

his tongue, spreading drool over his chin.

The security guard approaches. The hooded man suddenly

turns angry and produces a weird-looking weapon. You've

never seen anything like it before. It looks as homemade as

his clothes.

Ihe Doctor asks the man to calm down but he runs away,

waving the weapon at all of you and urging you to ttay
away from the child'. What does he mean?

Turn to 18.



24 Th, Do,to, waves the sonic screwdriver around the edge of

the force field.

'As lsaid,l've seen something like this before on Sepulgiarius...

and it was an environmental disuter there too,' says the

Doctor.'This is an A.G.U. - an anti-gravity unit. ltt probably

one of many, holding $omething up. }{ot the road, something

above that - something so big itt blocking out the skyJ The

Doctor stops as the sonic screwdriver unlocks an invisible

maintenance 'doonvay' in the force field. You follow him to

get a closer look.

Ihe Doctor cries out,'ltl been sabotaged!' A small spider'

like device is attached to the A.G.U. Ihe Doctor deactivates

the device with his sonic screwdriver and holds it uP.

'We arrived here just in time. This was about to block the

anti-gravity field. . . and who knows what might have come

crashing down!'

You walk back towards l'lartha Your relief at averting

a potential disaster is brief, as a large, shadowy figure steps

out of the shadows...

Turn to 60.



25 Atemi takes one of Teaht arms, and you take the other.

You help her up the steps of a vast sandstone building with

a huge dome. lnside itt cool and Teah sits down, gratefully.

'Thank you,'she says.'l dont know where you three are from,

but itt been great having you around.'

You leave J'lartha chatting with the others and wander

around the lemple. Your footsteps echo in the vast space.

The floors and the walls of the lemple are immaculately

tiled and everything is clean and bright. You wonder who

keeps the place like this - because there doesnt seem to

be anyone else around.

Sunlight streams through vast panels of stained glass depicting

scenes of what look like kings and queens - each one alone

in a tall tower or on a plinth.

I'lartha calls you over. ltt time to go. Payton is looking after

Teah. So you say goodbye to Teah and Payton and follow

I'lartha and Akemi back outside.

Turn to 8.



26 Pryton has discovered an emergency exit ladder. lt runs up

the inside of the rollercoaster. The Doctor is the first to start

climbing. You go second. Payton follows on behind.

With all three of you on the ladder, you can hear the rusty

metal and wood of the old rollercoaster groaning.

As the Doctor climbs ahead, a rung of the ladder comes

away from under his foot.You manage to dodge it u it falls,

but it hits Payton on the shoulder, almost knocking him

off balance.

When you come t0 the part of the ladder where the rung

is missing, you have to take a big step up. You concentrate

on the ladder above, where it disappean into the darkness.

You dare not look down.

The Doctor sees that you have stopped dimbing and he asks

if you are alright.

To nod, yes, turn to 61. To shake your
head, no, turn to 40.



27 You mention picking up a bottle cap earlier on.You describe

how you threw the cap against the force field around the

A.G.U. and how it just, sort 0f... bounced off.

'And so?' says the Doctor. You say that it made you wonder

if... maybe... a person could do that.

'Exactly!' says the Doctor dapping you 0n the back.

'l knew you were bright! We're going to slip into the anti-

gravity stream and bounce - all the way to the Up Side!

Righg kids?'

'Well,' says Akemi, nervously,'l've never done it before but

we could give it a go!'

'Do we have a choice?'asks I'lartha.

Akemi explains that you could wait for the next food drop

from the Up Side, but you'd be running the risk of dealing

with a fresh wave of Drones.

Are you prepared to make the leap of
faith? Turn to 39. Or would you rather
wait for the food drop? Turn to 86.



28 Your first waking thought is,'0w!'

You are lying on the ground between the ghost train and

the hal! of mirrors - and the back of your head hurts.

Itlartha looks into your eyes and asks you some questions.

You answer them easily.

She helps you up and you walk around a biq and then she

asks you the same questions again - checking you out for

concussion. She explains that you fell and bumped your head.

You were lucky not to have really hurt yourself!

Reassured you're 0[ ]'lartha leads you over to where the

Doctor is talking with three strangers. With the Doctor are:

a pale teenage girl dressed in black; a mysterious robed

figure; and a man wearing white.

To go to the young woman, turn to 71. lf
you want to approach the man wearing
robes, turn to 3. If you'd rather approach
the man dressed in white, turn to 88.



2g Tneret a loud whooshing noise. Your stomach lurches. The

floor drops away from beneath your feet, then it suddenly

rushes back up again, knocking you off balance. l'lartha puts

an arm around you and holds you steady. Ihe noise fades

down to a gentle hum and the clanking and clicking of

cooling machinery.

'Where are we?'asks Martha.

'l'm not sure,'says the Doctor, looking at you.'Which button

did you presl'You point to the red one. Theret a pause and

you wait t0 see if het going to tell you off... but he fust

claps his hands and then rubs them together.

'Right!' he says, brightly.'Well, before we can get you back

to where we came from, we need to find out exactly where

we are now.'

'Brilliant!'says l'larth4 her eyes sparkling as she holds open the

TARDIS door.'After you!'she says, and waves you through.

Turn to 12.



30 '0uick!'says Akeml glancing over at the Downsiders gathering

at the entrance to the funfair.'lf they catch me, I'm for it!'

'And what will they do to us?'wonders l'lartha.

Akemi doesnt reply. Het pulling his mirror-lensed goggles

over his strange, milky eyes and leading l'lartha away. You

take a quick look at the Downsiders. They look like Teah

- with ghostly pale skin and dark, hollow eyes. You guess

the light on the Up Side and the dark on the Down Side has

been doing strange things to peoplet eyesight!

They move fonvard as a group. They flick out their tongues,

tasting the air, and sweep the ground with the long hair that

trails from their hands and some of their faces. Suddenly,

the leader stops dead in his tracks - right where you were

standing just a moment ago. lt is as though he knows you

were there - u though he hu smelt you! lle starts up with

that strange dacking sound... and the Downsiders begin to

run in your direction!

Race to catch up to Martha.Turn to 35.



3t You turn and see someone dressed from head to toe in

white. Clean white boots, boiler suig gloves and a backpack

that wraps securely around his body. A white balaclava

covers his head. The figure is moving stealthily towards the

hall of mirrors... i{artha is in there! You need to find her,

before the mysterious stranger does!

You take a step fonvard but some old rubbish crunches

beneath your feet. lt only makes a small sound but the

figure stops dead in his tracks, straightens up and turns to

look right at you through mirror-lensed goggles.

You run into the ghost train, shouting for the Doctor. You

race forward with your arms outstretched. You dont have

time for your eyes to adjust to the darkness. You trip over

the tracks of the ghost train.You fall into the blacknes...

theret a white flash behind lour eles as you bump your

head on something hard.

Turn to 28.



32 Yo, pru an eerity empty ticket booth. lt feels strange to

enter the ghost train with no one else around - itt a bit

like being in a school or office after everyonet gone home.

The old turnstile rasps and scnpes as you push your way

through. The train carriages are rusted on to their tracks

and full of rubbish. The doon into the tunnel are hanging

off their hinges.

As the Doctor pushes open one of the doors, it drops to the

ground with a crash. He kicks it to one side and follows the

tracks into the darkness. lt's not too late to change your

mind and turn back.

lf you want to hang around outside the
ghost train and see what happens, turn to
!0. lf you want to stick with the Doctor,
turn to !5 before he gets away. lf you'd
rather leave the ghost train and check
out the hal! of mirrors with Martha, turn
to 89.



nn
JJ 'Hry,' ,.y, l'lartha grabbing your wrist. 'l wonder whatt

up here?'

You follow close behind l'lartha as she runs up a flight of

wooden stain and discover that the stairs lead to the choir

stalls and a large, detailed stained glass window. You notice

the stained glass is in a state of disrepair. Some of the panels

are missing, yet no breeze blows in from the outside.

You say that you bet the windows look great in the day,

when the sun is shining through them.

'Yes!' says J'lartha.'0r the moon.'

But there doesnt seem to be any moon in the sky outside.

0r stars. Just... blackness.

'We'd be able to see these windows a lot better if there

was a bit more ligh( says Martha.'l'laybe we can find

some candles.'

To follow Martha back downstairs, turn to
13. To hang back in the choir stalls, turn
to 52.



34 You shuffle along behind l'lartha. She keeps her left hand

against the minored wall. You do the same and the mirror

feels cold and industrial - it makes the stone walls of the

chapel seem almost homely in comparison.

ln the dim lighq it looks as though you are moving among

an army of shadows - but itt only the reflections of the

pair of you, bouncing between the mirrors.

l'lartha presses on, always looking ahead. But you cant help

stopping and glancing over your shoulder. When you turn

back, Ilartha has disappeared. All you can see is your own

reflection looking back at you...

Where is l'lartha? You cant see her, but you hear her gasp.

You can turn to the left or to the right. But which way did

Itlartha go?

To go left, turn to 14. lf you'd rather head
right, turn to I l.



35 You cant see l'lartha anywhere. Confused - you stop walking

and look left and right.

Suddenty, somebody grabs you and drags you under the

scaffolding-like structure of the rollercoaster. ltt Akemi and

l'lartha.You fall over into a pile of stinking rubbish that has

built up under the coaster.

'They cant see us here,' says Akemi, peering out into the

gloom through his goggles and adjusting them with a dial

on the side.'Downsiders have a very strong sense of smell

- this will cover our scent.'

Akemi starts rubbing rubbish all over himself. He urges you

to do the same. He picks up sweet wrappers and lolly sticks,

popcorn boxes and chip cones and presses them into your

hands. This is crazy! You burst out laughing - you cant

help it!

Akemi shushes you and whispers,'Downsiders have also got

excellent hearing!'

You cover your face and pul! yourself together, trying to
forget that you ever saw ltlartha rubbing a crisp packet

against her hair.

'll/e have to get out of here,' says Akemi in hushed tones,

'and I know a way. [ollow me!'Akemi begins to climb the

rollercouter structure, quickly and confidently, as though he

might have done it a hundred times before.



Akemi is already well above the ground. As you look up, you

realise you cant even see the top of the rollercoaster - it
just disappean up into the darkness. Akemi stops and looks

down. He beckons you to follow.

'l'm not climbing up there,' whispers ilartha.'il0 way!'

You wonder why not.

'lt doesnt look safe,' explains l'lartha looking around.

'There must be a better way - maybe a fire escape

or something.'

The Downsiden are closing in on you. . . You'd better

move. Quick!

To follow Akemi up the rollercoaster, turn
to 9. To go with Martha, turn to 87.



36 Wnrn you're about twenty-five metres from the box,

a strange thing happens. All three of you stop walking and

fall backwards. ltt as though theret an invisible mattress in

the air and you just bounced off it!

You and l'lartha are both winded and burst out laughing in

shock and surprise. ilaturally you look to the Doctor for an

explanation.

'A force field,' he says,'protecting the unit.' He nods towards

the black box.

'Perhaps that security building is guarding it as well,'

says I'lartha.

'Could be,' says the Doctor, waving his sonic screwdriver

about.

You suddenly realise that you are being watched. The security

guard from the hospital is standing outside the nearby

building. Another man, his face obscured by a black hood,

is coming over the bank...

Both men shout out to you,'Hey! Over here!'

Who do you go to? The hooded man? Turn
to 23.0r the security guard? Turn to 18.



37 Yo, try to head off the hooded Downsider, but he sidesteps

you and races straight up to Althea. She hugs him, calling

out his name,'Andreas!'

The Drones have spotted you! Raf deactivates the first Drone

the way he showed you - with a sharp kick to the back of

the right knee joint. But youle too far awa to deactivate

the second Drone, as planned. The second Drone attempts to

escape in the Wagon. The Doctor switches on the sunlamp.

For a moment it looks like itt not going to work, but then

the amplified UV rays block the Wagont navigational system

and it comes crashing down!

l'lartha hands Cal over to Andreu and covers for you. She

deactivates the second Drone and throws it out of the cab.

The Doctor and Raf lump into the Wagon. l'lartha, Althea"

Andreas and Cal jump into the back, and the shell begins

to come down... you roll under the gap of the shiny black

shell just as it hisses back into place. Whoosh! The Doctor

pilots the Wagon... to the Up Side!

Turn to 98.



38 You cant describe it exactly, but you have a strange feeling

about the box. You feel as though something is stopping

you from approaching it - even though you cant see

any barrien.

The Doctor takes the broken sonic binoculars out of his

pocket and hurls them at the box. You watch, agog, as

they stop in mid-air and bounce off something... then

come flying back in your direction! You duck, and feel the

binoculars riffle your hair as they fly over your head... and

smash to bits on the ground behind you.

'Ah, well,' the Doctor shrugs. 'l knew they'd be useful for

something! In this case - demonstrating the force field

surrounding that box!'

The Doctor begins walking around the edge of the force field

in an anticlockwise direction.

To accompany the Doctor, turn to 63. To

walk around the force field in a clockwise
direction, turn to 41.



3s '0il, ,.y, Akemi.'This is it.'

'!'m coming with you,' says leah.'Whatever happens - !

want us to be together.'

Teah and Akemi hug the Doctor and then l,lartha and you.

They take a small bow before Payton. Akemi and leah

hold hands, step off the edge of the rollercoaster, and

fall... upwards!

You stare,open-mouthed, up into the blackness that has just

swallowed them. lt looks like the Doctort idea has worked!

Payton congratulates the Doctor, before following Akemit

lead. His black robes spread out in the air, making him look

Iike a giant bird as he zips upwards.

How could you not want to do thatl l,lartha looks at you,

with a big grin right acros her face. You used to think

rollercoasters were exciting! This is something else! l,lartha

jumps into the void. You can hear her laughing u she goes

- loving every second of it!

Itt your turn. You look at the Doctor. He smiles and nods.

You take a deep breath. And you jump.

Turn to 49.



40 You shake your head.Your feet feel frozen to a rung of the

ladder.You dare not look up or down.You just stare straight

ahead into the structure of the rollercoaster.

A face with hollow black eyes floats up in front of you.

You press yourself up against the ladder, hoping the ghostly

figure will pass by. But it doesnt... it reaches out and

touches you with a shimmering white hand. . .

Itt only Teah! Her black clothes, pale face and silvery hair

gave you a scare! You almost forget to hold the ladder as

the fear drains out of you. But the Doctor is there now to

hold you and stop you from falling.

What a relief! Teah shows you a twisting maintenance path

inside the structure. She tells you that it leads to the highest

point of the rollercoaster and that you will be safer there.

The three of you follow her, all the way up.

Turn to 17.



4t The Doctor walks around the mysterious black box.You and

l'lartha set off in the opposite direction.

'This is an anti-gravity unit,' the Doctor shouts across to

you,'or an A.G.U. ltt protected by a force field because itt
holding up something big -' The Doctor stops dead and

speaks urgently.'We have t0 get up close to the A.G.U.!'

You ask whatt wrong and the Doctor says,'Theret something

unusua! stuck to the A.G.U.! I think it might have been

sabotaged!' l'lartha picks up a stick from the ground and

begins running round the edge of the force field - a bit

like a kid trailing a stick against a fence.

'Here!'shouts l'lartha. The Doctor hurries over and uses the

sonic screwdriver to unlock an invisible maintenance 'door'

in the force field. He races to the A.G.U. and yanks away

a small spider-like device. You uk l'lartha how she knew

what to do.

'l just guessed,' she shrugs. You are about to tell her how

smart she is when you notice you are no longer alone...

Turn to 60.



42 Stepping out of the TARDIS, you are surprised to discover

that you are not where you were before. lt doesnt even

seem to be the same time of day... itt very dark.

It takes you a moment to realise that you are inside

a building - because you are surrounded by glas. It's the

giant-sized lamp that makes you realise you're in the top

of a lighthouse!

'Wow!' says the Doctor.'Good going, new kid! ltt a long

time since I visited a lighthouse! So long ago, itt just a. . .

foggy memory!'

The Doctor chuckles to himself. I'lartha rolls her eyes at you.

'Well, we're definitely on Earth,' says the Doctor.'But I'm not

sure when.'

The view from the top of the lighthouse is not as pleasant

as you might have expected. Theret n0 moon. J{o stars. And

you cant hear the tide. Everything is dark and still.

To look around the top of the lighthouse,
turn to 59. To explore further down, go
to 22.



43 'Whrrc 
are we anyway?'says l'lartha, as you exit the hospita!

into a deserted car park.'And whenl'

The Doctor tells you that you are definitely on Earth. And,

you observe, wherever you are it is dark. There doesnt

seem to be any moon in the sky outside. 0r stars. Just...
blackness. You wonder if maybe therel an eclipse.

'Something like that' says the Doctor, looking up at the

starless sky.

Theret no breeze, no noise. Just the shells of dumped cars,

with anything that might be of value looted from them long

ago. ltt Iike an abandoned set for a film about the end of

the world.

0ver on a bank of dead, yellow grass is a black, rubber-

coated box - a bit like a car battery, only much bigger

- with one blinking green Iight on it. 0n the other side of

the car park is a building with a sign saying 'SECURII". You

suppose the'Y'hu been snapped 0ff.

To checkoutthe box,turn to 36.To investigate
the security building, turn to 93.



44 Martha takes up the oars and pushes the boat out of

the cove in the lighthouse rocks. You can see that she is

struggling with the oars, even though there is no tide. You

ask her if she is 0l( and suddenly, one of the oars slips into

the sea and sinks below the surface - even though it should

have floated away.

'That was weird,' says l'lartha.'Something pulled the oar out

of my hand...'With a stomach-churning slurp, something

in the water suddenly sucks the second oar out of Marthat

hand... leaving you stranded. You all look over the edge

of the boat and see some tentacles slip along the side of

the boat.

The Doctor explains that deep sea creatures seem to have

been drawn to the surface by the darkness. He uses the

sonic screwdriver to power up the motor and get you to

the shore... Ihe stench there is worse than anywhere.Since

there is no wind, or tide, there is a build-up of dark yellow

scum at the edge of the sea.You are only too glad to climb

out of the boat and drag it up the litter+trewn beach.

Turn to 96.



45 Uo* yor'r, been to the Up Side, you realise how grim it is

down below.You hadnt noticed quite how bad the Down Side

smelt when you were here before. You must have become

used to it. lt's amuing how quickly a person can adapt to

their surroundings.

You climb out of the rollercouter caniage, glad that

the Doctor wu able to loosen the wheels with his sonic

screwdriver, saving you the climb down.

'Back to the TARDIS, then?'says l,lartha.

'Yes,' says the Doctor, ruffling your hair.'l think we'd better

take this one home.'

As you walk together through the dark you suddenly

remember that, when you first met the Doctor, Iou were

running away from something. What was it?

'0h, yes,' says the Doctor, stopping in his tncks,'l forgot

about that.' lle frowns. Then smiles and sets off walking

again.'Come on, then! \l/eU better go and find out...!'

IHE E[III... FtlR NOIT!



46 You watch Cade make the fump to the water fields, as the

Doctor steers the grub vehide into the sea. You and l'lartha

allow yourselves a good long distance to get up some speed

and then shoot your vehicles off the edge of the headland.

Your wasp vehicle roars and whines - but you're flying! And

so is ltlartha... 0r she seems to be, but then she suddenly

drops away beneath you!

You could euily make it to the upper platform on the water

pipes bug once you've landed, you could never take off again.

And so you turn your vehicle around in the air and look

for J'lartha.

You can see now that she has crash-landed on a Iower

platform. Her vehicle is wrecked, but she is 0l( - and the

Doctor is nearby with the grub. You steer the wup around

again and land perfectly and safely on the upper platform -
then travel upwards through a portal to the other side...

Turn to 68.



47 Martha is carrying the child. Het about a year old and

wrapped up in the Doctort suit jacket. He is quiet and

subdued, but perfealy healthy-looking. She tells you his

name is Cal. ltlartha hu given the woman her Ieather jacket.

ller eyes are huge, with Iarge black pupils. Her hair is

silvery white and her skin is so thin you can see veins

pulsing underneath.

You apologise to the woman for giving her a fright and tell

her your name. She says her name is Althea. You cant help

but notice that her tongue flicks out when she speaks.

'We have t0 get up to the drop poin( says Raf.'lf we hurry,

we might just make the next food drop. We could sneak

into the back of a Drone Wagon, or try to take control of

one directly.'

the Doctor, and he turns to you. 'What do

To reach the Up Side by sneaking on to a
Wagonrturn to 58.To try and commandeer
a Wagon, turn to 67.

'Right!' says

you thinkl'



48 Cadet workshop is an abandoned warehouse in the dock.

As he shows you around, he explains the reasoning behind

his work.

'lnsects are the only things to thrive in this environment, so

! have devised these vehicles in an attempt to help Downsiders

survive. J'laterials and fuel have become scarce - most

colonies dont even have proper clothes to wear, Iet alone

transport like this,' he taps the shell of a creepy-looking

contnption - and something drops off the side of it,landing

0n the floor with a clang. Cade clears his throat and says,

'Yes, well... some of these vehicles need proper testing.'

l'lartha wants to know what the Doctor has in mind.'To take

these vehicles to the Up Side and then...'he trails 0ff.'WelL

fint things first! ls there any way to reach the Up Side?'

'l{0,'says Cade.'Why else would I have been trying to deactivate

the A.G.U. and bring a section of the Up Side downl'

'There must be something that links both sides,' says the

Doctor.'A facility that services some basic human need.'

'Water?' says l'lartha.

the Doctor. 'You must share water with the

'Yes,' says Cade.'The Up Side sends down its waste via the

water fields - and dnws up sea lvater for cooling. But the

'Bingo!' says

Up Side?'



fields are out to sea and I dont have enough energy to

reach them. Al! my vehicles are hybrid - but my energy cells

are dead and I'm almost out of liquid fuelJ

'We'll see about that!'says the Doctor, rolling up his sleeves.

'Show me what you've got!'

While the Doctor and Cade talk animatedly about'bioethanol

to petroleum ratios', you and l,lartha look around the

workshop. All the vehicles are made up of bits of old cars

and other obsolete junk.You have to choose a vehicle to take

to the water fields.

To take a locust-like vehicle, turn to 94.
To pilot a wasp-like vehicle, turn to 19.



4g Wumph!

Itt a bit like rolling out of bed asleep and finding yourself

dazed on the bedroom floor - only you're a !ong, long way

from home...

You slip off the cushion of the anti-gravity field and land

on the Up Side with a bump. Ihis is the new surface.

A world above the world. lt is clean and sParse and

blindingly bright.

You shield your eyes from the sun. The air is warm.You breathe

like you've never breathed before. ltt like you've been born

again. l{o wonder Akemi wanted Teah to come here.

You look around. Everyonet made it - you, the Doctor,

J'lartha, Akemi, Teah and Payton.

'Quick,'says Payton.'Lett get Teah inside the Sun lemple.The

Iight is too much for her.'

'lmagine,' says the Doctor.'Shet never seen the sun before.'

To help Teah into the Sun Temple, turn to
25. To stay with the Doctor, turn to 8.



50 The shadowy figure is Teah, approaching you via some sort

of maintenance walkway. She is weak from the climb and

upset about running away from her colony. She is relieved to

see you both. Akemi jumps up and embraces her.

'We must keep going to the highest point of the rollercoaster,'

explains Akemi. He says that he will help Teah, and that you

must follow him closely.'Tread only where ! have trodden

before,' he says.'And hold 0n to the same struts - parts 0f

the structure are rotten and may not hold your weight.'

Even carrying Teah, Akemi makes climbing the rollercouter

look euy. You find it hard - but at least concentrating on

Akemit movements, making sure you copy them exactly,

stops you from thinking about the drop below!

fu you climb higher and higher, you hear the clacking

and hissing of Teaht Downsider colony fade away lar

beneath...

Turn to 17.



5J You press the yellow button and nothing happens. The

Doctor and llartha look at each other and then look at you.

The Doctor opens his mouth to say something, when the air

around you explodes with the noise of machinery and your

stomach lurches like it does when you go over a big drop

on a rollercoaster.

Then, just as suddenly as it began, the noise stops and the

whole room goes still and quiet again.You feel dizzy. l'lartha

holds your shoulders and steadies you.

'lt feels weird, doesnt it?' she says, smiling.'l'll never forget

my first journey in time!'

You laugh. What is she talking about, Journey in time'?

't{ow,' says the Doctor, turning to you,'if you'd care to step

outside for a minute, maybe we can find out where you've

taken us!'

The Doctor holds open the door of the TARDIS and you step

out into the unknown.

Turn to 42.



5f You listen as J,lartha clumps back down the wooden stairs.

You take a closer look at the few panels of the stained

glass window that remain fixed in their Iead frames. You

can make out some happy-looking, angelic figures, floating

by on clouds. Lower down are some sad and angry people.

t'laybe the window is just dirty, but the people below look

as though they are being swallowed up by shadows.

You peer through an empty panel to the graveyard. You can

just make out a figure down below. lt must be J,larth4 so

you call her name.

She replies,'Hey!'Shel right behind you. She must have crept

back upstain. You almost jump out of your skin.

Itlarthal holding a candle but says she couldnt find anything

to light it with. You say you thought you saw her outside

and you point through the window... but theret no one

out there.

'Come on,' says llartha.'WeU better find the Doctor.'

Turn to 2.



53 As tne Doctor Iooks around for I'lartha you ask him why he

doesnt seem worried by the approaching Downsiders.

'They're looking for us using that clacking sound,' says the

Doctor.'They listen for the sound bouncing back. I can send

them off-beam using this - ' The Doctor waves his sonic

screwdriver and grins. lle points it in the direction of the

ghost train and you notice the Downsiders tilting their heads

and then shuffling off in that direction.

You pick up an old bottle cap and toss it at the anti-gravity

unit. You are amued to see how it bounces off the force

field, seemingly in mid-air. You wonder what it might be

like if a penon threw themselves into the anti'gravity field?

Would they bounce off?

Payton waves at you from the helter'skelter.'! think I know

where l'larthat gone!' he whispers.'Shet with Akemi and

Teah... up there!' Payton points towards the top of the

old rollercoaster.

Turn to 26.



54 You jump up, and run away from the spooky figure. Slipping

and sliding down the rollercoaster track, you hear someone

call your name. ltt ltlartha. Shet climbing a maintenance

ladder that runs up through the centre of the structure.

Below her on the Iadder are the Doctor and Payton. You

explain that you were running away from a dark figure

maybe a Downsider 0r... what wu it Akemi said?

A Drone!

Payton asks,'Are you sure it wasnt Teah?'

You flush. lt might have been Teah.You ran away before you

could find out.

'Shet good at making spooky appearances,'says l,lartha.

'Come on,' says Payton. 'We must join them at the top

of the coaster.'

The four of you climb the maintenance ladder. ltt rusted

and rickety and you can see why Akemi decided to climb

the structure instead. But all of you make it to the highest

point of the rollercouter.

Turn to 17.



$ All thrm of you get into the lift.ltt a big hospita! lift - big

enough to carry a patient on a wheeled bed.

The button marked'B'is illuminated - s0 you guess you're

in the buement. Martha presses the button for the ground

floor. ilothing happens. The security guard is closing in on

you... maybe he wont be so scary. You start to think of

things to say t0 him, to explain why you're there. But theret

no need.

The Doctor punches the'close'button and the lift doon slide

shut with a'whumph!'

The lift wheezes into life and you hear the scurrying of

animals - or large insects - being disturbed in the lift

shaft above you.

The Iift carries you up to the ground floor with the kind

of grinding and screeching that suggests it hunt been used

for a long time.

You are relieved to get out of the lift and leave the hospital

through the nearest door.

Turn to 43.



56 Th, Doaor follows you around the back of the tanning

salon. Just like everywhere you have been, the back of the

shop is depressingly full of rubbish and debris.

There is a window, but it is quite high up.You have to climb

0n to the Doctort shoulders to look into it.

Through the grimy window you can just about see a back

room,with a couple of sun beds and... nothing else.You are

about to climb down again when something stops you...

You think you might have heard something... did you?

Yes! There it is again! lt sounds Iike a... child, coughing.

And now you look again, the window is closed but itt been

opened recently. You can see footprints in the dust on the

window sill.

Do you tap on the window? Turn to 79. Or
would you rather return to the front of
the salon? Turn to 62.



57 You and I'lartha move forward to examine the box...

'Wait!' shouts the Doctor. And a very strange thing happens. . .

both you and Martha stop in mid-stride and... bounce! lt is

as though you just ran smack into the wall of an invisible

bouncy castle!

You both fall backwards and land on your bottoms. Now

you wish you really were wearing your skateboarding gear!

You stand up and brush yourself down, then give l'lartha

a hand up.

'Sorry for laughing,' the Doctor chuckles, 'but I did try

to warn you! I've seen something like this before. Theret

a force field protecting this device. But I think I might be

able to find a way through.'

Do you want to go with the Doctor to
find a way through the force field and
check out the box? Turn to 24.0r would
you rather wait with Martha? Turn to 78.



58 taf tells you,'The Drone Wagons are piloted by robot Drones.

They drop supplies to the Downsiders once a week. To avoid

trouble, itt always in a different location. I know the next

drop is going to be here.' Raf taps his nose.'lnsider info.'

This is all good to know. But it doesnt prepare you for

the appearance of the Drone Wagon! Able to 'fly' using anti-

gravity technology, it is completely silent. And it looks like

a giant cockroach!

The Wagon touches down and opens up. A Drone - a silvery

humanoid robot - unloads boxes of supplies.

0n a signal from Raf, you run into the back of the Wagon.

He leads the way. You help Althea. l,lartha carries Cal. The

Doctor comes !ut... but he isnt alone. An angry-looking

Downsider rolls under the gap of the Wagont shell just as

it snaps into place - his appearance could disrupt your

mission! Raf dives towards the Downsider...

To stop him, go to 95. lf you don't want
to stop him, turn to 54.



[s Martha picks up a small pair of binoculars. She takes a look

through them, but cant see anything.

'Sonic binoculars,'says the Doctot examining them with his

sonic screwdriver.'l'm afraid they're broken beyond repair.'

He slips them into his coat pocket anyway.

Looking around the top of the lighthouse, you discover that

the bulb has long since been spent. lt is burnt out. Dead.

You discuss the redundant light bulb as you walk down the

spiral staircue that wraps itself around the core of the

lighthouse.

'ln itself, it is not too wonying,'says the Doctor.'After all, even

in your day, most lighthouses had become automated. This one

is clearly defunct l'laybe itl iust someonet home now.'

You remind the Doctor of satellite navigation. l.laybe ships

stopped needing lighthouses altogether.

'0r maybe they fust stopped making light bulbsJ jokes llartha.

'You know, to save the environment.'

However, as you exit the lighthouse, you discover that,

wherever you are right now, the environment seems to have

become the lut thing on anyonet mind...

Turn to 81.



60 A three-metre-high, insect-like machine looms over l,lartha!

Ihe mechanical mantis takes a swipe at you with one of its

formidable front legs. But the Doctor dives in with the sonic

screwdriver. The mechanical insect judden to a halt as its

belly snaps open with a hiss.

The pilot of the mantis-vehicle+hing is pale and weak-

looking. Although he appears to be human, he doesnt look

like anyone you've ever seen before. His eyes are unusually

large with big, black pupils.

The DoCor waves the device he just removed from the

A.G.U.'Are you behind this?' he demands to know. The pale

man nods and you notice his chin is covered in saliva. The

Doctor shouts,'lf this thing had blocked out the anti-gravity

field, whatever is up there would have come cnshing down

to kill us all!'

'Thatt right' says the man. His tongue flicla out of his

mouth when he speaks, u though he is tuting the air.'But

I might have seen the sky for a moment, before I died.'

The Doctor deflates a little.'l undentand why you are angry,'

he says, calmly,'but are there not people up there?'

'Yes, but what do they care about us?' says the man.'We're

dying down here!'



As the Doctor and the stranger talk about the situation, you

begin to understand whatt going on. There are anti-gravity

units everywhere, keeping what is known as the Up Side in

place. A few, well-0ff humans live on the vast surface of the

Up Side, while colonies of pale 'Downsiders' scrabble to exist

in the darkness below.

The man - whose name is Cade - has lost all his friends,

his whole colony.'And I'm so weak,'he says, slapping the side

of the mantis,'l need this thing just to get around!'

'Have you any more of those?'says the Doctor.

'0h, yes!' says Cade.'l never stop inventing things! I have

been working on all kinds of prototypes!'

'Excellen( says the Doctor.'Show me!'

Turn to 48 to see Cade's workshop.



6t You keep ctimbing.

Another rusty rung snaps out from under the Doctorl feet

and whistles put your ear.

This time, as you swing your foot up at the part of the

ladder where the rung broke 0ff, you can feel the whole of

the metal ladder pull away from the wooden structure.

Theret a juddering snap - then the blood-curdling screech

of nristing metal. A section of the ladder breaks away just

above you and bends just below. . . leaving you holding on

- and your feet swinging out into space.

You dare to look down. Directly below you is a section

of rollercouter track. ltt not too big a drop.

'Hold on!'shouts the Doctor, hunying further up the ladder.

Do you let go of the ladder and hope
you'll land squarely on the track below?
Turn to 92.Or would you rather'hold on'?
Turn to 4.



62 'This place has been unused for years,' says Raf, in front

of the salon.'But if the childt mother has got hold of an

energy cell, she might have been able to get one of the sun

lamps going.'

While Raf struggles to lift up the shutter at the front of the

salon, ilartha wanders around the back. The Doctor gently

pushes Raf to one side and uses the sonic screwdriver to

unlock the shutter and open the front door.

He holds the door open and you enter the reception.

Everything is covered in a thick layer of dust. ltt obvious

that no onet been in the salon recently... at leasl not

through the front door...

Beyond the reception are several doors.You put your ear to

each of them, one at a time. At the final door, you hear the

sound of a child coughing.

To open the door, turn to 20. To knock
first, turn to 82.



63 You walk with the Doctor in an anticlochrise direction

around the mysterious black box. The Doctor waves his sonic

screwdriver abou[ detecting the edge of the force field.

'This is an anti-gravity uni( the Doctor explains, '0r an

A.G.U. It must be one of many - holding something up.

ilot the road, something above that - something so big

itt blocking out the skyJ The Doctor stops as the sonic

screwdriver unlocks an invisible maintenance'doorway' in the

force field.

'Ah-ha! l{ow to take a closer look at the...'Ihe Doctor stops

talking and races across to the A.G.U. He starts working at

it, frantically, with his sonic screwdriver. He yanks a small

spider-like device away from the unit.

'That was too close for comfor( shouts the Doctor. Before

you can uk him what he hu found, you suddenly realise

that the three of you are being watched...

Turn to 60.



04 taf uses a small device, strapped to the palm of his hand,

to stun the Downsider.

'Hey!' says the Doctor, annoyed.'That wunt part of the plan!'

'Well, he wasnt part of the plan, either,'says Raf, rolling the

Downsider over so you can see his face. Like Althea, he has

pale skin and large eyes.

Althea gasps.'ltt Andreas - Calt father!'

'0ops. Sorry!' says Raf.'Dont worry, he's not hurt - iust
unconscious.'

'We were split up a few days ago, when we were on the

run.You're not the first Upsider to come looking for us,'says

Althea.'We could see that Cal was something special, and he

might be important to someone else - besides us. Andreas

was adamant that Cal shouldnt be taken to the Up Side.

"Why cant they come down here?" he said. And, of course,

I couldnt stand for him to be taken from me.'

You feel the Drone Wagon touching down. ltt time to find

out how.life is on the other Side...

Turn to 98.



05 A prr-progr.mmed, pilotles Wagon carries you silently back

to the place where you started your journey.

Althea, Andreas and Raf were all gnteful to you for your

kindness and bravery. But you're still not sure why liffle Cal

is so important.

Ihe Doctor explains to you, 'He is the lut of a lineage

descended from the President of the Up Side and a Downsider

Rebel. The child contains the best of both sides.'

'l get i( says ilartha.'His genes contain the pattern for

what we recognise as'normal" - so that the human race

can continue.'

'Rather than evolving into two separate races of Upsiden

and Downsiden, that will both sicken and die out'finishes

the Doctor.

'Wow! lt makes you think, doesnt it?' llartha says.'l guess it
wasnt a wute of time when I had to read all those papen

on gene thenpy!'

But theret still one thing you dont undentand. lf Cal is

valuable to the Upsiden, how come they didnt make his

passage to the Up Side any easier?

'llost of them dont want to believe that their possible future

depends on a child they would have happily allowed to

perish down here,'says the Doctor.The people who employed



Raf are a progressive party of Upsiders, who want to see

both Sides united.'

You think about all of this as you leave the Wagon in the

deserted car park and walk through the dirty hospital. lt doesnt

seem so creepy now, after all that you have seen. But the

darkness and the shadows dredge up a distant memory...

When you first saw the Doctor he told you to run... wasnt

there some sort of big shape, coming across the sky...?

'0h, yes!'says the Doctor, stopping in his tracks,'l'd forgotten

about that! How exciting!'

The Doctor asks you if you're ready for another adventure and

you grin and nod your head. He ruffles your hair and says,

'Great! I think you're going to be up to the challenge because,

well, you've already helped save humankind once today!'

THE END



66 Yo, take up the oars of the boat and sit with your

back to the shore. The Doctor and l,lartha sit in the back

of the boat, facing fonvard. Rowing is much harder work

than you expected. As you dip the oan into the sea you

cant help but notice that the surface is covered in a thick,

felly-like substance.

You begin to wonder - if this boat was shored up at the

lighthouse - doesnt that mean that there was someone else

there, apart from you? You look back at the lighthouse and,

for a second, you're sure you see a dark, shrouded figure

with a deathly pale face, in the top of the lighthouse. . .

but before you can say anything to your companions, the

figure disappears...

There is a build-up of dark yellow scum at the edge of the

stagnant sea. You are only too glad when you reach the

shore and drag the boat a way up the litter-strewn beach.

Turn to 96.



67 taf has briefed you all well. Each Drone Wagon is piloted by

two Drones. They are humanoid in appearance buq as they

are robots, they can be deactivated.

You and Raf are going to deactivate the Drones, while

Martha has the all important fob of making sure Althea and

Ca! get on-board the Wagon unharmed. Thatt the plan.

l'leanwhile, the Doctor is modifying a sunlamp with the sonic

screwdriver. He hopes the amplified UY rays might interfere

with the Wagont navigational system, forcing the Wagon to

make an emergency landing if it takes off without you.

You watch, from your hiding place, as the Wagon touches

down. The shell of the vesse! opens up with a hiss. A Drone

unloads boxes of food and supplies.

Raf gives you the signal to g0... but you spot an angry-

looking Downsider running towards Althea - his appearance

could disrupt your mission!

Turn to 37 to confront the Downsider.
Turn to 80 to stick to the plan.



08 Al fru, of you made it! Three bashed and dented insect-

like vehicles crawl away from the water processing plant...
and grind to a halt. You're all out of fuel. You stagger out

of your vehicles and step on to warm, clean sand. The sun

beats down. Cade jumps around, punching the air. 0f course

- het neYer seen the sky!

Dotted about the landscape are stnnge, featureless buildings.

They look like vasf black glus pebbles that have dropped

out of the sky. There are no roads, but some silver bubbles

are moving slowly across the sky. You shade your eyes from

the sun and look up at the nearest gleaming, black tower.

Through the smoky glass you can make out the words

'World Council'.

'follow me,'says the Doctor, and he passes into the building,

as simply as if he was stepping into the shade of a tree.You

all follow him into its cool interior.

llashing his psychic paper around and using a lot of

important-sounding words, the Doctor soon commands an

audience with the World Council. The Upsider Councillors

wear white robes. Ihey look strange, but in a different way

to Cade. Ihe sunlight has blinded their eyes and toughened

their skin.

You watch with admiration as the Doctor introduces Cade to

the assembled Councillon and puts forward his case. trom

his pockeg he produces the spider-like device that Cade



planted on the anti-gravity unit down below. lle passes it

around the room for the Councillors to explore with their

fingers. He explains how Cade could have used his invention

to block the anti-gravity field and bring the Up Side crashing

down - but he did not.

Then the Doctor impresses the Councillors with talk of Cadet

experiments with transport $ystems and energy sources.

He encourages the Upsiders to see that Cade is an

inventive, passionate and creative human being - every bit

their equa!.

As the Doctor leaves the Council Chamber, the Upsiders

have gathered around Cade and are listening intently as he

explains his ideas and ideals.

By the time you emerge from the World Council building,

the bluing sun has recharged the vehiclet energy cells.With

the fuel cells recharged, you can pilot Cadet vehicles back

to the Down Side.

Pilot the mantis over to l0l.



69 You're the first to dive through the flap and slide down the

laundry chute - a metal slide that lvas once used to carry

used bed sheets to the hospital laundry.

Apart from anything else, it looks like it might be fun! ltl
a bumpy ride but hopefully youle going to end up somewhere

clean and tidy.

J{o such luck.You drop out of the bottom of the chute into

a pile of stinking waste. Someone has been throwing rubbish

down it - and turned the old laundry into a dump.

0ool! The Doctor drops out of the chute and lands on top

of you. You're just recovering from that when llartha lands

on top of you both.

'Thanks for the soft landing, guys!'chuckles l,lartha.

'Everyone all right?'asks the Doctor, brushing himself down.

You're shaken but unhurt and s0 you nod.'Then lett get

out of here!'

You leave the hospital via the nearest door.

Turn to 43.



70 Th, Do,to, has an idea.

'Up here, we're above the force field that guards the anti'

gravity unit. So theret a chance we could slip into the

anti-gravity stream,' says the Doctor, obviously excited,'and

bounce on it - all the way t0 the Up Side! What do you

think, Akemi?'

'l've never tried that before,' he says. And then he grins.'But

it sounds like it could be a blast!'

'A blast?' says Payton.'This isnt some new extreme sport!'

'ls there another way up?' asks I'lartha. Akemi explains that

you could wait for the next food drop from the Up Side and

sneak on-board a Drone Wagon, but you'd be running the

risk of dealing with a fresh wave of Drones.

You're running out of time. Are You
prepared to make the leap of faith? Turn

to 39. Would you rather wait for the food
drop? Turn to 86.



7l As the Doctor wanders off to look around the fair, you

introduce yourself to the young woman. She tells you her

name is Teah. }ler skin is pale and her eyes are large and

dark.'l hope our appearance here didnt frighten you,' she

says.'And I'm sorry about your fall.'

As she speaks, Teah moves her hands and itt hard not to
stare at the silvery white strands of fine hair that float from

the sleeves of her dress. Also, pausing between words, she

flicks out her tongue u though she might be tasting the

air between you.

Teah explains that she and her boyfriend, Akemi, were

meeting Payton, the man in the robes, to talk about getting

married. But Akemi is from the Up Side, while she is part of

a Downsider colony. Their relationship is forbidden and so

they meet in the hall of mirrors in secret.

You ask Teah about the Up Side but, before you can find out

ary more, the Doctor calls out to you.

Turn to 75.



12 Tn, Doctor walks slowly down the stairs. Because the

staircase spirals down to the left, itt hard to see him ahead.

You stay as close as possible, without walking into him.

The stairs are uneven and you trail your hand along the wall

to help you keep your balance. As you move downwards you

can feel it getting damp and slimy.

You rub your hand 0n your sleeve to get rid of the wetness.

When you put your hand back against the wall, something

moves aWay from beneath your fingertips.You want to scream

but you manage to keep it in.

The Doctor stops and asks you if you are 0l[

!f you want to carry on down the stairs,
turn to 74.|f you'd rather not go down
any further and you'd like to head back
up to the chapel and find Martha, turn
to 33.



73 Th, floo, tilts underneath you like the floor in a fairground

fun house. Ihe next thing you know you're looking up at the

domed, copper-coloured ceiling of the strange room. Black

tubes and pipes hang down.

You must have fallen over. You get up and brush younelf

down, embarrassed. l,lartha asks you if you're 0l( and you

nod.You ask the Doctor what just happened.

'l'm not sure exactly,' he says.'Which button did you pres?'

You point to the green one.

The Doctor puts on a pair of spectacles and peers over the

control panel. Theret a pause while you wonder if het going

to slap his forehead and say, "ilot the green one!" But he

doesnt. He says,'tair enough!'And,'l havent pressed that one

for yonks! I cant even remember what it does!'

'We'd better find out then, ehl' chuckles |tlartha and she

opens the door of the TARDIS...

Turn to 5.



74 You cant see anything at all.You listen hard.Ihe scratching

and hising that you heard before is now much closer. The

Doctor whispen to you that he is going to Put on a light.

As soon as the Doctor flicks on his torch, the hising

becomes louder.

The stone floor and the damp walls are crawling with milky

white cockroaches, each one at least as big as a dinner

plate. You take a step backwards and something crunches

and wriggles under your foot.

You look up. The ceiling is squirming with giang translucent

grubs, some of which hang down on gloopy threads. One of

the grubs peels off the ceiling and drops, heavily, on t0 your

shoulder.You let out a loud cry of disgust as you flick it 0ff.

'Letl get out of here,'says the Doctor. But you dont hear

him because you're already scrambling back up the stairs.

The Doctor follows you back out through the chapel.

Turn to 2.



75 The Doctor has discovered a force field. You ask him how

he found it.

rUsing a very sophisticated method,' laughs the Doctor.

'l walked into it!'

You reach out and touch the invisible force field. lt feels

slightly squashy, like when you push the positive ends of

two magnets together. Payton explains that the force field is

protecting the A.G.U.

'Whatt an A.G.U.I'J,lartha wants to know.

'An anti-gravity unit. They support the Up Side,'explains Teah.

'The new sur{ace. Where Akemi Iives.'

'How did you get down from therel' the Doctor asks. Akemi

is about to answer when you hear a clacking sound, a bit

like wooden castanets.

'l'ly colony!' gups Teah.'They're looking for me!' Teah seems

to disappear, while Payton and Akemi lead the Doctor and

l'lartha in different directions.

To go with Martha and Akemi, turn to 30.To
follow the Doctor and Payton, turn to 16.



76 Th, door opens without a squeak and the man doesnt

look around. All three of you go through the door... into

a broom cupboard! ltt darh and smells damp and mouldy.

l'lartha stands alongside a stinking mop.

'Ew!' she says.'l dont think thatt been used in a long time.'

Peering back around the door you can see the security

guard. He is approached by a gang of people - they're all

dressed in black and their faces are hidden by hoods. You

expect the security guard to menace the scavengers but the

opposite happens.

The gang speak in strange, rattling voices.'Go away! You

dont belong here.'

The ragged bunch of people pick up rubbish and throw it at

the guard. He raises his weapon, but it doesnt stop the gang.

The guard doesnt use the weapon - he fust hurries away.

To try and catch up with the guard, turn
to 7.To follow the group, turn to 21.



77 'l kno, another way out of this buildingJ says the guard.'You

can follow me, or put younelf at the mercy of that colony.'

You think about the hooded figures swarming around

the entnnce to the security building and choose to follow

the guard.

}le tips a table up on to its end and dimbs on to it so he

can reach the ceiling. He slides a ceiling panel over to one

side and hoists himself up into the roof space and offers you

and l'lartha a hand up. The Doctor joins you as you crawl

towards an air vent. The guard swings it to one side and

you hop out to the ground below.

'ltl always a good idea to have an escape route planned,'

explains the guard.'You never know when a colony of

Downsiden are going to show up.'

'What's a Downsider?' J'lartha wants t0 know. The security

guard laughs at J,larthat ignorance. How can she not know

about the Downsiders? She says,'Lett just say we dont really

fit in here.'

'Tell me about it!' the guard laughs again.'Downsiders live

on the old surface. The Upsiders send them food parcels and

energy cells but they're unruly. Troublemaken.'

You wonder what he means by'old surface'.



'Down here, in the dark,' says the guard.'The sky is mostly

blocked out by the Up Side. Anti-gravity technology was

supposed to be the answer to all our housing problems. But

only the rich can afford itl

'While the old surface of the Earth is left to rot,' says the

Doctor.'l'm the Doctor, by the way.'

'A doctor! Perfea! Then you might be able to help me with

my mission,' says the guard.'l.ly name is Rafal - you can

call me Raf.'

As you follow Raf away from the deserted car park, you

allow younelf one last look around to the hospital and

the security building... iust in time t0 see several hooded

figures disappear into the darkness...

Go to 97.



78 You wait with l,lartha watching as the Doctor explores the

edge of the force field using his sonic screwdriver.

'This is an anti-gravity uni{ the Doctor shouts across to you,

'0r an A.G.U. ltt well protected, because itt holding

up something big - something big enough to block out

the skyJ

The Doctor stops as the sonic screwdriver unlocks

a maintenance 'd00r' in the force field.'Ah-ha! I've found an

access poinf so now to take a closer look at the...'

Ihe Doctor stops talking and races across to the A.G.U. He

starts working at it, with his sonic screwdriver. l'lartha wants

to know what it is, but the Doctor is too frantic to answer.

He yanks a small spider-like device away from the A.G.U.

'That was a bit too close for comfor( shouts the Doctor.

Before you can ask him what he hu found, you are suddenly

aware that something very large is looming over your

shoulder...

Turn to 60.



7g You trp on the window. l{othing happens for a few, long

seconds and then you hear the coughing again.

You shout through the window, trying to reassure whoever is

there that you mean no harm. You say that you only want

to help the child. Then, you hear a scuffling...

And a pale face with hollow black eyes aPpears at the

window!You scream! The face screams! And the Doctor rocks

backwards as you recoil away from the window.

'Hey! Careful!' says the Doctor, holding you steady. You can

see now that the pale face belongs to a woman. She pulls

the hood of her black robes over her head. She picks up her

child and runs out of the room.

You climb down and tell the Doctor what you saw. You race

round to the front of the salon to find the mother and child

are safe - and being consoled by }lartha. Good iob she was

waiting round the front!

Turn to 47.



80 You deactivate the first Drone in the way Raf showed you

- with a swift kick to the back of the right knee foint. ltt
a glitch that not many people know about. lt loosens all the

Dronet joints and it drops to the floor like a puppet that
has had its strings cut.

The second Drone affempts to escape in theWagon.The Doctor

switches 0n the sunlamp and swings it in the direction of the

Wagon. The amplified UV rays block the Wagont navigational

system and force it to make an emergency cruh landing!

Raf deactivates the second Drone and you jump up into

the cab of the cockroach-like Wagon. Itlartha the Doctor,

Althea and Ca! get in the back and the shiny black shell

snaps shut around them.You are just about to take off when

you realise the stray Downsider is clinging to the outside of

the Wagon!

Althea cries out.'Andreas!'You delay your escape by a few

seconds. lt is worth it to see Althea reunited with her

husband - and Andreas reunited with his son!

Turn to 98.



81 Ar yru teave the lighthouse, a new sensation hits you.

A pungenf fishy smell.

'Urgh,'says I'lartha.'The sea looks... illl

The air is humid and still. lt's not really like being by the

sea at al!. But crossing it is the only obvious way over to

the mainland. There is a smal! motor boat with a pair of

oars in the bottom.

The distance to the mainland is only a couple of hundred

metrer - the journey should not be too difficult.

As you get into the boat, the Doctor examines the motor.

He notes that it is powered by a solar cell that is,

'unsurprisingly dead'.

Do you offer to row the boat? Turn to
66. Or do you leave it to the Doctor and

Martha? Turn to 44.



82 You knock on the door and a female voice says,'Go away!

Leave us alone!'

You say that you mean n0 harm and that you want to help

the child.You listen for a reply, but all you hear is a scuffling

behind the door and then silence. Raf joins you at the door

and tries to force it open. Theret something up against it. He

tells you to stand clear and starts kicking at the door.

The Doctor grabs Raft arm, saying,'steady on!'

But Raf hu already kicked open the door, pushing away

the chair that wu propped behind it. You run into the

room. There are three tanning beds and some personal

belongings... and the window is wide open.

You run to the window and Iook ouside. Theret quite a drop

below, but the mother and child are safe and are being consoled

by llartha Good fob llartha was round the ba*!

Turn to 47.



83 You feel sad to relinquish control of your vehicle but,

frankly, you dont believe you could make it out t0 the water

fields on your own.You squeeze into the cab of the Doctort

grub-like vehicle. You lose sight of the others as the Doctor

steers the grub into the sea. After only a few seconds, the

ground drops away beneath the wheels of your vehicle and

your progress becomes slow.

You see a flash of tentacles in the dark water around you!

A giant squid, brought up to the surface of the water because

of the darkness, is pulling you down! The Doctor urges you

to take control of the grub as he solves the problem. He

uses the sonic screwdriver to charge a dead energy cell and

elearify the surface of the grub.

As you power the vehicle out of the water and up the side

of a steel pipe, the squid gets a shock and lets you go with

a disgusting plop! You are relieved to make it up the pipes

and through a portal to the Up Side.

Turn to 68.



84 You ignore the guardt request to leave the building with

him and, surprisingly, he shrugs and says,'01[ But theret
a colony of Downsiden on the warpath, and they'll smell you

out, even in amongst all this rubbish.'

What does he mean,'colony of Downsiders'? But itl too late

to ask as he's already left the room. You glance over at the

monitors. The hooded figures are now showing up on the

second monitor - they are entering the building!

You hurry out of the room, just in time to see the guard

disappearing through a door in the opposite direction to the

entrance.You can hear a honible rattling and hising coming

from the reception area, so you follow the guard through the

door and into a paper-strewn office. The filing cabinets have

been ransacked and the desks turned upside down.

The Doctor locks the door behind you. lt looks like you're

trapped in here with the security guard.

Turn to 77.



85 You observe the security guard opening doors along the

corridor and sweeping each room with a hand-held console.

'A thermal imaging device,' explains the Doctor.'He must

be looking for someone - and het leaving n0 hiding

place unchecked.'

Itt only a matter of time before... he spots you! He turns

around. You cant see his eyes because of the large goggles.

He strides in your direction, raising his weapon. You cant

help but turn away.

'Stop!' shouts the guard in a commanding voice.'l order you

to stop!'

Theret no way you can get back to the TARDIS without him

catching up with you. The Doctor uses the sonic screwdriver

to open the door of a lift. J'lartha is pushing open a flap

in the wall.

'A laundry chute,' says l'lartha.'Come on! Lett go!'

To dive down the laundry chute, turn to
69. To hop into the lift' turn to 55.



80 Yr, r.y youU rather wait for the 'food drop'- whatever

that is. And whatever these 'Drones'are - they cant be as

terrifying as jumping off the top of a rollercoaster. The Doctor

looks a bit disappointed, but Payton agrees with you.

'J{o one has ever tried it before,' he says. '!tt too

dangerous.'

'l think it could work,' says Akemi.'What about you, Teah?'

'l dont mind,' she says.'As long as we stay together.'

Suddenly, an electric blue laser bolt bounces off the raits

at your feet. You all turn around to see a vehicle hovering

in the air, less than a hundred metres away. lt looks like

a giant black metal cockroach - with luer cannons.

Another blast of luer fire leaves you unharmed but shakes

the rollercoaster, knocking you off balance. You stumble.

The Doctor tries to help you, but you're out of reach...

Your whole body leans oyer the edge of the rollercouter

and you fal!. . .

Upwards!

Turn to 49.



87 You follow l'lartha u she looks for another way up the

rollercoaster. Quite soon, you come across a maintenance

ladder, running up the inside of the structure.

'Bingo!' whispers I'lartha.'l knew there had to be another

way up.'

The Downsiders are circling around you - so ltlartha starts

climbing and you follow close behind. As you scramble up

the old and Iong-disused ladder, you can hear it creaking

and groaning.

Bits of rust drop down into your eyes and hair.You want to

brush them away but you dare not let go of the ladder for

long enough to do so. Perhaps this is why Akemi dimbed up

the structure of the rollercoaster instead...

The ladder starts to shake. You look down. The Downsiders

are grouped around the base of the maintenance ladder.

Buq for some reason, they're not climbing up after you...

lnstead, they're ripping the ladder away from the wooden

frame of the rollercouter!

You shout up to l'lartha. She looks down and sees whatt

happening. You can see the panic on her face. You have to

do something - and quick!

Keeping your weight on your left foot, and holding on tight

with your hands, you kick down on the ladder below with



your right foot. A couple of good kicks and you kick out a
rusted rung of the ladder. lt drops down into the Downsiden

below, sending them scattering.

A few more kicks and the rusty ladder beneath you begins

to break away. l{ow the Downsiders (an pull the bottom of

it right off - but you can continue your journey upwards

without fear...

How you're going to get back down again, however,

is another matter...

You dimb onwards - up to the highest point of the

rollercoaster,the hissing and clacking sounds of the Downsiders

fading away below.

Turn to 17.



88 Th, Doaot strides off to explore the fair and you approach

the man dressed in white. He yanks off a pair of mirror-

lensed goggles. His narrow, sloping eyes have white, milky

irises. He smiles warmly and introduces himself to you as

Akemi. He shakes your hand with a firm grip.

Akemi explains that he is here to meet Teah, his girlfriend. He

puts his arm around the waist of the pale girl, and you see

that Teah looks as frai! and delicate as Akemi is strong and

hearty. She looks up at him with unusually large, dark eyes.

They are in love and were hoping their friend Payton, the

older man in the robes, would be ahle to help them marry.

But theret a big problem... Akemi is from the Up Side

and Teah is a Downsider.You're about to ask Akemi what he

means, when the Doctor calls out to you. You rush over to

find out what het discovered.

Turn to 75.



89 Some humming and flickering white Iights itluminate the

abandoned hall of mirrors. You push through the turnstile

and it goes round easily as though it has been used recently.

You enter the hall of mirron.

As you step fonvard, a ghostly figure looms out of the

darkness in front of you - but itt just your reflection.

You shiver, but l'lartha doesnt seem phued.

'lf ! touch the wall with one hand and keep walking,'

says l'lartha confidently,'l'll eventually find my way through

the maze.'

l'lartha touches the mirrored wall in front of you with her

left hand, and her reflection reaches out and touches her

back. She sets off to the righg trailing her left hand along

the wall.

To follow her into the hall of mirrors, turn
to 34.To take your own path through the
mirrors, turn to I l.



g0 You follow the Doctor as he moves down the aisle of the old

chapel. You stay close to him and, when he stops abruptly,

you walk smack into his back.

'Steady on!'says the Doctor.And then,'A locked door - how

tempting!'

Using his sonic screwdriver, the Doctor unlocks the wooden

door and heaves it open. Stone stairs curve down into

pitch-blackness.

The Doctor heads towards the stainvell and stands at the top,

listening. You hold your breath and concentrate on listening,

too.You can hear scratching - like someone rubbing a pan

scrub over a metal surface - and, on top of that, a faint

hissing. lt all seems to be coming from down the stainvell.

Do you follow the Doctor down the stairs?
Turn to 72. Or do you want to rejoin
Martha at the entrance to the chapel?
Turn to 33.



g1 'l *., hoping that a marriage between Akemi and leah

might bring the nro Sides together,'says Payton. Het about

to say more when he spots something - a Downsider, just

ahead of you, in the shadows. His head is cocked to one

side, listening. He flicks out his tongue tasting the air. All

you can do is stand sti!! and hope he doesnt hear you.0r

smell you.

You hear a creaking sound, like a tree branch bending in

the wind. A big sign on the top of the helter-skelter comes

crashing down. The Downsider runs away... and the Doctor

slides down the helter-skelter on his coat-tails. He shoots off

the end, landing on his feet.

'All the fun of the fair, eh?' he says, brightly. He claps his

hands together, creating a little puff of dust and you laugh

with relief.'l've spotted l'lartha says the Doctor.'Shet with

Teah and Akemi... heading that way.'And he points up the

old rollercoaster.

Turn to 26.



g2 You close your eyes and take a deep breath.You open your

eyes... and let go of the ladder!

You drop on to the track. lt is slippery, but you find your

footing. lt certainly feels a lot safer than clinging on to that

rusty old Iadder. You call up to the Doctor, and down to

Payton, and encourage them to follow your example.

They do as you say, taking their time and testing each section

of the ladder. The Doctor observes that the Downsiden dont

seem to be following you.

'They are afraid of what may come down, if they venture

up,' Payton explains.

You are about to ask him what they might have to be afraid

of, when you feel a hand on your shoulder.You spin round...

and you are relieved to see a grinning llartha.

'We on follow the track to the top of the coaster,' says

l'lartha.'Akemi and Teah are waiting for us there. Come on!'

Turn to 17.



g3 Th, Drao, uses the sonic screwdriver to unlock the door.

The inside of the abandoned security building buzzes with

low-level, emergenry lighting.

Pusing through a distinctly unwelcoming reception are4you

walk down a corridor and enter a room lined with CCTV

monitors. Some of the screens are broken and all of them

are blank. Theret no sound, except for the scurrying of rats,

disappearing into cracks in the walls.

The Doctor punches a few numbers into a control panel.

ilothing happens, so he has a go at the panel with his sonic

screwdriver. That does the trick! Two monitors burst into life

- the first shows the black box on the bank by the car park,

the second shows the entrance to the security building.

0n the fint monitor, Iou see some hooded figures. They

circle, widely, around the black box and head in the direction

of the security building! You move to exit the room but the

security guard from the hospital blocks your way!

'Come with me,'he orden.

To obey him, turn to 77. To resist, turn
to 84.



s4 Cade pilots the mantis, the Doctor climbs inside some

wheeled thing that looks like a giant grub and l'lartha takes

control of a relatively delicate, but stil! pretty heavy-duty,

dragonfly-like vehicle. Your locust-like transport looks pretty

cool in comparison!

All the vehicles move surprisingly quickly across land. And

so, like some bizane, fuming, insect day carnival parade, you

make your way up the coast - leaving the harbour and.the

lighthouse far behind.

All four vehicles line up on the headland. The water fields

- thick pipes, with maintenance platforms, that rise out of

the stagnant sea up into the darkness above - lie about

500 metres out to sea. You talk with your companions, over

your headset, about what to do next.

You are given a choice - risk jumping out to the water

fields in your locust-like vehicle or join the Doctor in

the grub.

To risk iumping, turn to 6. To join the
Doctor, turn to 83.



9_5 flaf dives

block him.

towards the dark-eyed Downsider but you

'Althea!' he says.

'Andreu!'says Althe4 reaching across to give him a big hug.

'Shush!'says Raf - partly because he doesnt want you t0

be discovered and partly because he is embarrassed that

he was just about to stun Altheat husband.

'How is my son?'Andreu wants to know.

there,' smiles l'larth4 holding up Cal for hrm

You wonder how Andreu and Althea became separated. For

the rest of the journey, Andreas tells their story in a hushed

voice. He explains how he and Althea could see that Cal

wu different and special. They realised he was important

to someone on the Up Side when the Drones came looking

for them. Andreas managed to divert the Drones but, in

doing so, lost touch with Althea and Cal. Het so happy to

see them again.

You feel the Drone Wagon touching down. . .

Turn to 98.

'Hanging in

to see.



g0 You have the stinking beach and walk up a worn stone

staircase up 0n to the headland. J{o one speaks and you

suspect everyone feels the same way. Whatever has been

happening here on Earth, it has been very, very bad.

You walk for a while through the abandoned harbour. All

the buildings are dark and decaying like ancient monuments.

A bunch of empty roads come together towards the dock

and cross over in a network of flyovers.

You walk through an underpass and emerge into a pedestrian

area underneath the silent roads. With no one around, and

all these smooth concrete surfaces, you cant help but think

this would be the perfect place to skateboard.

ln the middle of the pedestrian zone is a black, rubber-

coated box - it looks a bit like a car battery, only the size

of a car itself.

To examine the box, go to 57. To hang
back, go to 38.



g7 At yo, walk along the dark, empty street, you ask Raf if he

is an Upsider or a Downsider.

He cheerfully explains to you that he was born 0n the Up Side,

but his family wu banished to the Down Side for breaking

the strict codes of conduct - such as keeping children

indoors at all times. l{ow hel working for a progresive

party of Upsiders, whose aim is to bring down parts of the

Up Side and reunite both Sides.

You ask him why he carries a weapon, if he comes in peace.

He explains that being a friend of both sides makes everyone

see him as a threat. The weapon is just a piece of junk, long

since broken.

'You mentioned a mission?'says the Doctor.

'Ah, yes,' Raf explains.'ltt not just Downsiders that are getting

sick - the Upsiden arent faring much better.Without these

lenses,l cant see at all.'}le lifts up his mirror-lensed gogles.

}lis eyes are small and milky white.

Raf explains that humans on both Sides are changing to

cope with their different living conditions - but they are not

evolving quickly enough. Humankind is dying out.

His mission is t0 find a particular child - the great

grandchild many times over of the President of the Up Side

and a Downsider Rebel. Ihe child needs to be located and



protected. Raf believes that childt genes might be the key

to saving the human race from extinction.

You exchange a look with I'lartha * could the fate of

humankind be down to one child? !t seems far-fetched.'But,'

says the Doctor,'if we can save one personl life, our time

here will not be wasted.'

You wonder where to start looking.

'lf you had a child, starved of sunlight,' wonders l'lartha,

'where would you take him?'

'How about herel'says the Doctor, stopping outside a tanning

salon.

To enter through the front, turn to 62.
To sneak around the back, turn to 56.



s_8 You ready yourselves for a fight on the Up Side. Both you

and |tlartha are prepared to deactivate any affacking Drones.

Raf adfusts his minor-lensed goggles, turning a dial on the

side. Even the Doctor is twizling the sonic screwdriver

around in his hand, just in case...

Andreas is carrying his child, stil! wrapped in the Doctort

jacket to protect him from the sunt rays. ileither Andreas

nor Althea, let alone Cal, has ever seen the sky before. But

none of you are prepared for what awaits you. . . the last

thing you imagined is...

}{othing.

The Up Side is a desert, silent and still. The back of the

Wagon pops open and you hop out on to the warm yellow

sand. You have to shield your eyes from the sun, beating

down. Althea and Andreu cant resist taking a look at the

sky. The hanh light makes them cry out in pain and cover

their eyes with their hoods.

Dotted around are smooth, curved buildings that look as

though they are made from black glus. Theret one white

building. You guess that this might be the hospital.

You walk towards the white buitding.Turn
to 100.



gg '0h, they're very importan( says the Doctor.'The President

of the Up Side... and her fint ]'lan.'

'How did you know that?'says Akemi.

'Let's just say we met once before,' the Doctor smiles,

'in the future.'

Akemi looks understandably confused. Ilartha laughs. 'You

mean - you knew who Akemit parents were al! along?'she

says to the Doctor.'You knew he was some sort 0f... Prince

Charming for world peace?'

}{ow Akemi Iaughs, but the Doctort busy with his sonic

screwdriver.'[rom up here, I think I can lower the intensity

of the anti-gravity field in an area small enough to let us

slip back to the Down Side, but not big enough to cause

any damage to the Up Side,' he says.'0lL thatt it! Come on,

you two! Hurry up!'

And so, before you know it, you've said goodbye to Akemi

and you drop back down into the darkness...

Fall back down to 45.



1m A white glass, lozenge+haped building, with no visible doon

or windows, $ands ahead of you. lt looks like a huge, half-

sucked cough sweet that hu dropped out of the brilliantly

blue sky.

Dotted on the horizon are other solitary buildings, all of

them are smooth and black and featureless. t{o roads connect

any of the buildings. t{othing moves. The Up Side seems like

an immaculately clean, barren and lonely place.

A sudden burst of aAivity draws your attention. A pair of

nurses passes through the milky white glas wall of the

hospital. There must be some sort of doonvay there, but you

cant see it. The nurses ju$ sort of melt into view like figures

$epping out of a fog.

They are dressed in immaculate white robes and the same

kind of mirror-lensed goggles as Raf. A hot breeze ruffies

your hair and shakes the dirt from your clothes.You suddenly

feel very sel[conscious about your appearance.

The nurses rush to the aid of Althea and Andreas, who are

both swooning in the heat. Raf reassures them that no harm

will come to them.l{o attempt is made to separate Cal from

his parents. The lut time you see Cal, he is being carried

away into the shade of the hospital.You can tee his face. }le

is looking up at the sU... and smiling.



This is all you can take in before you, too, fee! a bit woozy.

The Doctor can see you look a bit wobbly. He grabs a

waiting wheelchair and helps you into the cool interior of

the hospital...

The hospital on the Up Side is the opposite of the place

where you arrived. lt is clean, ultra-modern and dazzlingly

white. A few minutes inside, where itt cooler, and you feel

restored. You hardly have time to take it all in before the

Doctor tells you itt time to go home.

Turn to 55.



r01 You leave Cadet extraordinary vehicles in his workshop and

make your way, 0n foot, back down to the beach. You walk

through the dark, picking your way through the piles of

rotten rubbish and dead sea life.

The Doctor tells you that, after his presentation, the World

Counci! agreed to work with Cade and lead a peaceful

unification programme between the Upsiden and the

Downsiders.

With the human race split into two different Sides everyone

was getting sick. Too much sun, or n0 sun at all. lsolated

living in sterile glass homes, or running around in colonies

inventing things from centuries of waste. Both sides were

struggling to evolve quick enough to keep up with the

unnatural change.

'Bringing the two Sides together wil! be a new age

of enlightenmen( chuckles |tlartha.

The motor boat is where you left it, near the beginning of

your adventure. You drag it down to the scummy watert

edge and clamber inside.You hope the sonic screwdriver hu
enough power to charge the energy cell and get you back

to the Iighthouse - where the TARDIS waits for you.

You are chugging across the still and sickening sea when

you remember something. When you fint stepped inside the

TAIDIS, you were running away from something...



But then you see something that makes you think that,

so long as the Doctort around, everything will turn out

alright.

Because, above you, a crack is slowly appearing in the Up

Side! While it is still held in place by the anti-gravity units,

Cade has begun dismantling some of the plates that form

the Up Side.

Ahead of you, bright sunlight begins to stream down across

the sea for the first time in years. And, behind you, up 0n

the headland - shadowy figures with pale faces are lining

up to see the new dawn.

THE END
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